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INTRODUCTION
Firstly, I want to thank you for downloading this free e-book. I
greatly appreciate it.
This e-book is a collection of the lessons in my free tutorial of “How
to Boost Your Fiverr Sales” on Fiverr Marketing Forum (which
ran between June and October 2014).
So you want to establish an online business that will boost your
income or even replace your offline income streams? In this e-book,
you'll learn exactly how to do that, even with Fiverr.
Trust me, if you diligently implement all the tips you’re about to
learn, you'll end up setting up a powerful fiverr account that will
make you hundreds of dollars per month
Now, let's get started...
What exactly is my goal with this e-book?
Before we go any further, it's important that I remind you of what I
want to help you achieve – I want to help you set up a fiverr
account that has the potential to generate $100 or more per
week.
You may think that's too small. But keep in mind that we have to
start from somewhere, and that the stated amount ($100/week) is
not our upper limit. It may just be the stepping-stone on your
journey to earning much more. If you can gather the necessary skills
and confidence to achieve this "little" goal, then you can easily
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multiply the success either by expanding your blog or by creating
more blogs.
So, for now, let's stay put with our "little" goal of $100 per week.
Agreed? Great!
I advise you to implement EVERY tip I share with you. That's the
only way you can prove to me that I'm not like an excited
motivational speaker mounting the podium in an empty hall.
I want to assume that you have no previous experience in online
business. So, there may be times I'll have to take my time to explain
some concepts (that you may already have known) in full detail.
Also, I want to make this clear: I believe strongly in going about
anything the legitimate way. There are tons of shortcuts and
illegitimate ways to make money online, but you can never have
peace of mind by trailing those paths. Besides, your success would
be short-lived. So, I'll never teach you how to set up, promote, or
monetize your online business in ways that are unethical.
Over the next X lessons, I'll be teaching you how to set up your own
online business in a brick-by-brick fashion. So, never skip any of my
tips and recommendations. (I'm sure you don't like to build an
incomplete house.)
Now, let me speak directly to your mind...
I know you're really itching to set up your fiverr account, market it,
and start making money.
But calm down, my friend. A long journey starts with a single step.
So, let's be gradual in our approach.
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Now, I won't hide any truths. Online business is not as rosy as some
people may have made you to believe. But I can offer tips that will
help ease your journey towards setting up a successful online
business.
There WILL be times when this business is very hard, when nothing
seems to be going your way, and when you feel like quitting. These
are natural states that we all experience. The golden secret is to
remain determined and not give in to them. You must learn how to
handle these situations and feelings.
Three (3) years into starting my own online business, I didn’t make
a dime but I held to the belief that one day my time will come and in
2014, things started changing for me and like other internet
marketing experts I too started making money.
There's this one thing I can guarantee with absolute clarity: If you
don't take the steps I'll share in this course, you won't achieve the
expected results.
So, prepare your mind for success by having a strong resolve to
implement everything you learn. If you do, in the near future, you'll
look back with pride at what you've accomplished.
On a final note, build a habit of success...
Most of the things we do in life are simply habits that have been
formed through repetition. We can use this to our advantage, but
most of the time we do not. Many of our habits are negative and
destructive. We have habits of negative thoughts, wasting time,
overeating, overspending, etc.
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Your success with this e-book will depend on whether or not you
take the actions that I prescribe. Why not take advantage of the
incredible power of habits and use it for your own good?
Keep in mind that I've presented all the lessons from my own
perspective. It won't hurt if, after reading a lesson, you research the
web for more information about the content of the lesson. (And if
you come across some information that leaves you confused, send
me an email to mailto:molayinks4life@yahoo.com.)
To succeed in online business, more of your spare time should go
into learning and implementing – consistently. Not "Facebooking" or
"Twittering" for hours. Not reading celebrity gist that adds no good
to your life (an advice from an entertainment blogger).
So, read this e-book, implement whatever you learn, ask questions
when necessary (contact me on any of the details above), be
determined to succeed, and you’d be very fine in the end.
SAM ADEYINKA
CHIEF EDITOR OF PINVIBE.COM
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How You Can Make $100 on Fiverr

FiverrLab.Com
DO YOU USE FIVERR?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW THE VERY EASY AND SUREFIRE
WAY I USED TO MAKE REAL MONEY ON FIVERR OFFERING A
SERVICE FOR $5? I bet the answer to that question is “YES!”
Well, I have good news for you. I have decided to share
with you my secrets to making huge money on fiverr daily
in this free report I entitled “Fiverr Sales Machine” and I
am sure reading and implementing the tips shared in it
will not only skyrocket your traffic but also help you make
long lasting sales on Fiverr.
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In this REPORT I am going to take you by the hand into how to
boost your Fiverr gig by over 100% and start to make more
money and in turn make your life much easier.
However, THE PROBLEM WITH FIVERR is that it can be a
nightmare if you don't know the right gigproviders to use or
how to drive traffic to your gigs.
Unless you know the right gig to provide or how to get quality
traffic to your gigs, you might just be wasting your time and
money running around in the fiverr circles.
So what is the solution to these problems, you might ask? Well, I
have spared no efforts at all in this report as I have herein
shared a lot of proven tips I’m sure will help boost your fiverr
traffic and of course your sales.
WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?
1. A FIVERR BEGINNER
2. A FIVERR SELLER WHO IS NOT ALREADY SATISFIED WITH
HIS SUCCESS ON FIVERR
3. A HOME MUM LOOKING FOR A SCAM FREE WAY OF MAKING
MONEY ONLINE FROM HOME
4. EMPLOYED AND NON-EMPLOYED
5. ANYONE WHO WANT TO LEARN THE EASIEST WAY TO MAKE
MONEY ON FIVERR
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Are you amongst any of this category? If you are, well, worry no
more as you will in this REPORT learn the ropes of how to start
and succeed as a fiverr seller.
So let’s jump straight into this. Are you ready to LEARN the
fiverr ropes, APPLY the lessons taught here, and BECOME
successful fivering? Then read on…

Fiverr is a website for buying or selling a gig that provides a
talent/service for $5. There is no upfront cost for sellers.
Buyers must pay $5 before their order for a gig is sent to the
seller.

In my first 2 months on fiverr I earned $100 and counting in
revenue. Here’s how…
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My current 4 gigs are in the Writing/Translation category. I
write articles, reviews, post online comments, and tweet about
products and businesses.

There are many tools available to help you write the best gig.
You will be prompted to add a picture or a video for each one.

I include detailed information about what I will and will not
provide as well as my writing and blogging credentials. I also
add keywords/tags.
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Be sure to read the guidelines so as not to have a gig denied like
one of mine. It was too heavy on the promotion of another site, i.e.
Twitter, Amazon, etc. The stats above show my data for the last 30
days. The first column reflects the number of impressions my gigs
have received in the last 30 days.

You determine a deadline for when you can deliver the work. I can
deliver most work in 2 days or less. For book reviews, I have a
longer deadline.
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You will receive an e-mail when you receive an order. The deadline
clock starts ticking the moment your gig is ordered. The sheet
above shows my active orders with their respective deadlines.
This sheet will also show any messages that you need to respond to
from potential or current sellers. Many buyers will send you a
message before ordering one of your gigs to confirm what it entails.
Above you can see my average response time toa message is 1 hour.
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I pride myself on giving buyers my best. If I can complete the
order immediately, I will. Again, the clock starts ticking the moment
a gig is ordered from you. If you are ever unsure of the actual time
you have left to deliver an order, there is a countdown timer linked
to each order.

Once you have completed the order, you click on the “Deliver Now”
button. A message box will appear with an attachment option. I
provide text, links, and screenshots whenever applicable as
proof of my work. I always thank the buyer for the order.
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Your Fiverr inbox (below) alerts you to feedback that a buyer
has left for you. I in turn leave feedback for the buyer. Ratings
rule.

I also ask questions of buyers if I don’t have enough information to
complete an order.

Sometimes buyers will order a gig, the clock will start counting
down, and for reasons beyond your control–you can’t complete the
order.

Fiverr has a resolution center in which you can seek to cancel an
order if problems arise. It stops the countdown clock until a
resolution occurs that allows you to complete the order.
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Fiverr has an option to tweet your gigs and share them on Facebook,
Pinterest, and LinkedIn. I received a series of 4 orders from a
seller because my profile came up when he googled Catholics.
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After you reach Level 1, you are allowed to add Gig Extras to your
gigs. My Gig Extras include quicker delivery time and posting
reviews to sites like Amazon, GoodReads, or buyer’s choice. You can
charge an additional $5, $10, or $20 per gig extra for up to 3
add-ons at Level 1. As you level up, the gig extras and revenue
increases.

By doing all of these things:






I earned a 100% positive rating.
I achieved a Level 1 status after my first few orders.
I am very close to achieving Level 2 status.
My Fiverr profile and gigs are elevated in searches.
I had 6 repeat buyers, completed 2 extra gigs, and had 3
international sales.
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